CHARLOTTE ESPOSITO

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
'MEET THE ARTIST' event review - Feb 2nd 2013
Last Saturday visitors to the Debut Contemporary gallery, Notting Hill, were invited to view a selection of paintings from the artist
Charlotte Esposito’s major collection ‘Being Female, Being Infertile’, including a newly unveiled piece entitled ‘Lost Connection’,
alongside excerpts of the related book that she is writing ‘Womb, Head & Heart’.

CHARLOTTE ESPOSITO
Passers-by on Westbourne Grove enjoyed watching the artist do ‘live’ Art in the gallery window as she worked on a new piece from
her second evolving ‘Canvas Sculpture’ collection and were invited in to create similar small scale Art works on a table next to her.
Guests who attended the event were also given the opportunity to contribute their fingerprints in gold paint; to be used in the
production of a future piece of Art work based on the theme of ‘Identity’. The prints were created in thick gold paint with tinges of
green copper coming through as the paint reacted with the skin of the participants. On the reverse of each print guests added their
name, age and occupation where they felt comfortable. The artist hopes to eventually create a piece which will be one image made
of many prints.
The event was sponsored by Infertility Network UK and Artisan du chocolat; both provided support and encouragement, as well as
giving all visitors to the event the added bonus of hand served chocolate treats (heart chocolates, delicious golden pearls and hot
chocolate) to devour whilst soaking in the Arty atmosphere! Leaflets relating to Infertility Issues and Infertility Network UK were left
out for guests to read and take home in line with the artists’ collection of works based around the theme of Infertility and Women’s
health.
Charlotte has recently written an article for ‘Infertility Network UK’ due to be published in their quarterly members magazine at the
end of April 2013 and online shortly afterwards. Debut Contemporary gallery hold their monthly private view on the first Wednesday
of each month 7-9pm where guests can view one piece of the artists’ work at each preview night; her work can also be seen in the
gallery on a permanent basis during normal opening hours. For further information about the artist, the gallery and / or the sponsors
of this event please see the links below:
Note to Editors
For further info or to arrange interview please contact the artist herself or her representing gallery Debut Contemporary, who
will be happy to discuss her work and the event:
info@whiteorchidarts.com or info@debutcontemporary.com

www.debutcontemporary.com
info@debutcontemporary.com
82 Westbourne Grove
London, W2 5RT
T: +44 (0) 20 7221 1651

http://www.infertilitynetworkuk.com/

